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REMIT at a Glance

Transparency
Obligations for market participants to disclose 
inside information

Monitoring
A sector-specific, comprehensive and effective 
monitoring framework with a central 
reporting point for wholesale energy markets

Cooperation
Close cooperation & coordination between ACER 
(EU-wide monitoring) and NRAs (national 
monitoring, investigation and enforcement)

Integrity
Explicit prohibitions of abusive practices in 
wholesale energy markets
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REMIT enters into force

Market Abuse Prohibitions and Transparency Obligations apply

“Registration Format” published by ACER

December 
2011

June 
2012

June 
2013

6 months 

18 months 

NRA competences implemented into national law

REMIT Implementation timeline I

Market integrity and transparency rules 
apply since December 2011
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Adoption of the Implementing Acts

Registration of Market Participants

1st phase data reporting and 
monitoring by ACER

Dec 
2014

after 9 
months

Feb 
2015

Oct 
2015

within 3 
months 

Data collection applies since 7 October 
2015 (phase 1) and 7 April 2016 (phase 2)

Jan
2015

Entry into Force of the Implementing Acts

2nd phase data reporting 
and monitoring by ACER

Apr 
2016

after 15 
months

REMIT Implementation timeline II
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Two REMIT departments since November 2016
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ACERDG COMP

Sharing

Reporting 

National Regulatory 
Authorities

Other relevant 
authorities

National Competition 
Authorities

National Financial 
Market Authorities

Sharing Sharing ESMA

REMIT data collection and sharing
Overview

Reporting of transaction data, including orders to trade, and fundamental data

Market 
participants/
Third parties

Trade 
reporting/ 
matching 
systems

Exchanges Brokers
Trade 

repositories
Financial Market

Authorities
TSOs/
ENTSOs
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ACER Mission under REMIT
(Article 7(1) of REMIT)

“The Agency shall monitor trading activity in
wholesale energy products to detect and prevent
trading based on inside information and market
manipulation. It shall collect the data for
assessing and monitoring wholesale energy

markets as provided for in Article 8.”
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Reporting channels
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REMIT data collection 
Guidance to reporting parties

It is important that reporting parties have a clear understanding about
the details of the information they are required to report. This is why
REMIT and its Implementing Regulation tasked the Agency to explain the
content of the reportable information in a user manual, to establish
procedures, standards and electronic formats for reporting of information
and develop technical and organisational requirements for submitting
data through Registered Reporting Mechanisms (RRMs).
(See Articles 5(2), 10(3) and 11(1)  of Commission Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014)
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REMIT data collection
Guidance to reporting parties

ACER is constantly aiming at providing additional transaction 

reporting guidance and are working with NRAs, the ad-hoc Expert 

group on REMIT implementation and the roundtable meetings 

with stakeholder groups to add further clarity. These efforts result 

in regular updates of our REMIT Q&A and FAQ documents.
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REMIT data collection
Data quality analysis

Dimension Description Example

Completeness Are all data sets and items 

reported?

The proportion of stored data against the 

required of 100% complete. 

Uniqueness Is there a single view of the 

data set?

Every record should be reported only once. 

Timeliness Is the data reported in a 

time defined by the 

regulation and IAs?

Time difference between the reported 

timestamp and timestamp of the 

transaction occurred.

Validity Does the data match the 

validation rules?

Measure on the data collection stage. To 

what extent data received is valid. How 

many records are rejected compared to the 

total dataset.

Accuracy Does the data reflect the 

data set?

The degree to which the record correctly 

describes the real-life event reported.

Consistency Can we match the dataset 

throughout the various 

RRMs?

The absence of difference, when comparing 

more representations of the same event.
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REMIT data collection 
Key figures (September 2017)

…report through 116 RRMs registered with the Agency

…more than 1.5 million records per day.

11,684 out of 12,492 registered Market Participants…
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ACER Mission under REMIT
(Article 7(2) of REMIT)

“National regulatory authorities shall cooperate at
regional level and with the Agency in carrying out the
monitoring of wholesale energy markets referred to in
paragraph 1. For this purpose national regulatory
authorities shall have access to relevant
information held by the Agency which it has
collected in accordance with paragraph 1 of this

Article, subject to Article 10(2).”
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REMIT data sharing
Reporting channels

REMIT aims to identify and penalise insider trading (Article 3)
and market manipulation (Article 5) in wholesale energy markets 
across Europe. 

The Agency shall, according to Article 10(1) of REMIT, establish mechanisms

to share information it receives with national regulatory authorities…

…but also with competent financial market authorities of the Member States,

national competition authorities, ESMA and other relevant authorities.
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REMIT data sharing
MoUs with national regulatory authorities

• The Agency shall give access to the mechanisms referred to in Article
10(1) of REMIT only to authorities which have set up systems
enabling the Agency to meet the requirements of Article 12(1) of
REMIT on operational reliability (confidentiality, integrity and
protection of the information received). (Article 10(2) of REMIT)
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ACER Mission under REMIT
(Article 12(1) of REMIT)

“The Agency shall ensure the confidentiality,
integrity and protection of the information
received pursuant to Article 4(2) and Articles 8 and
10. The Agency shall take all necessary measures to
prevent any misuse of, and unauthorised access to,

the information maintained in its systems.”
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ACER’s REMIT Information System
Introduction

• The implementation of REMIT required the Agency to develop and
operate its own IT System to be able to collect, store, analysis and
share the huge amount of data collected from wholesale energy
market participants on a daily basis.

• The Agency’s REMIT Information System (ARIS) was designed on the
basis of an external feasibility study commissioned by the European
Commission, DG Energy, in 2011 and delivered in June 2012.

• Setting up an IT system for such new and unprecedented sector-
specific monitoring framework like REMIT which covers legislative and
technical aspects on which there is little experience worldwide has
posed a formidable challenge to the Agency.
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ACER’s REMIT Information System 
High level overview 



. Inside information collection through web feeds from platforms: Ongoing. Public consultation for review of the current electronic schemas for
reporting to enhance data quality foreseen for 2017 and to be
implemented in 2018 (or 2019), depending on available budget. Collection of EMIR derivatives and emission allowances: Postponed to
2018 or beyond, depending on available budget. Sample transaction data requests for market participants from ARIS in
order verify completeness, accuracy and timeliness of data submission
to the Agency: Postponed to 2018 or beyond, depending on available
budget. Publication of aggregated REMIT information for transparency reasons:
Postponed to 2018 or beyond, depending on available budget. Enhancement of the market participant registration form: Postponed to
2018 or beyond, depending on available budget

Left-overs from REMIT implementation
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To keep stakeholders up to date in a transparent manner
the Agency communicates with its stakeholders using
various means.

Quarterly  communication 
on ‘REMIT-related 
matters’ with updates to 
stakeholders on relevant 
issues. 

REMIT Q&A and FAQ 
documents are 
updated on a regular 
basis.

Useful Information

The Agency’s REMIT 
Annual Report was 
discontinued in 2017 
and replaced by the 
REMIT Quarterly. 
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REMIT Policy Update

Jan-Welf Selke, Aleksandra Zgórzak and Joseph Gildea
Market Integrity & Transparency Department

1st Market Integrity & Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



1. REMIT Guidance for Stakeholders

2. Knowledge Base 

3. Inside Information Platforms under REMIT

Agenda



REMIT Guidance

The Agency provides guidance on REMIT via a wide set 
of different communication channels:

.ACER Guidance on REMIT (shared responsibility of MIT 
and MSC department).Guidance Notes (MSC department).Questions and Answers on REMIT (Q&As).ACER Staff Letters (no action letter).Other documents that cover transaction reporting and 
reporting of fundamental data

All REMIT related documents are published at 
REMIT Portal

https://www.acer-remit.eu
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REMIT Guidance

. ACER Guidance on REMIT (shared responsibility)

» Pursuant to Article 16(1) of REMIT, the Agency published non-
binding guidance in order to ensure that NRAs carry out their
tasks in a coordinated and consistent way.

» Contains general direction on the interpretation of the definitions
set out in Article 2 of REMIT and provides examples of the types
of behaviour which may fulfil the definition of market
manipulation.

» 4th edition published in June 2016.

.Guidance Notes (MSC department)

» Complements the ACER Guidance by providing more in-depth
information on specific types of practices that constitute market
manipulation pursuant to Article 5 of REMIT.

» Guidance note 1/2017 on wash trades was published in June
2017.

» More guidance notes to follow.
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REMIT Guidance

.Expert Groups

» There have been several expert groups on specific aspects
of the implementation of REMIT.

» Launched on 3rd July 2017 a call for a new consultative
expert group on wholesale energy market trading.

» Main focus on:
• providing advice on REMIT policy matters
• obligation on market participants to disclose inside information
• other EU regulations impacting the energy trading and market

functioning, including financial market regulation.

» List of members of the expert group available on ACER
website.
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REMIT Guidance

.ACER Staff Letters (no-action letters)
» Written statement by the staff of the Department that they will not

recommend that the Agency commence action concerning a
specific provision of REMIT or Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014.

» Binds only the staff of the Department with respect to the specific
fact situation by the letter.

» Example: time-limited no-action relief from the requirement to
report upon reasoned request of the Agency the contracts and
details of transactions in relation to those contracts listed in Article
4(1)(a) to (d) Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014.

.Questions & Answers on REMIT
» Publically available document containing a summary of frequently

asked questions (FAQ) about REMIT together with the Agency’s
answers to those.

» 21st edition was published in June 2017, currently under revision.
» The latest edition includes 196 Questions and Answers.
» Before publication all answers are discussed by ACER with NRAs.
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1. REMIT Guidance for Stakeholders

2. Knowledge Base 

3. Inside Information Platforms under REMIT

Agenda
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Knowledge Base - introduction

Queries on REMIT 
• The Agency has received a total number of 3021 queries in the last four
quarters, through various communication channels that have been put in place
for the stakeholders: i.e. the Agency’s Central Service Desk (CSD) and
functional mailboxes.
• The Agency, when necessary, responded directly to the sender. However, the
main tool for responding to queries has been the publically available REMIT
documentation (Q&As, FAQs).
• As the number of incoming queries has gradually declined, the Agency’s
efforts are directed towards enhancing the consistency and usefulness of the
Q&A and FAQ documents.

Number of REMIT queries Q4 2016-Q3 2017
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About the Knowledge Base 

The Agency has launched a new web-site feature, to facilitate
navigation through the vast REMIT documentation:

The Knowledge Base Tool (KB)

Available at:
https://kb.acer-remit.eu

The KB is 
accessible via the 
REMIT Portal 
through the 
Documents section
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About the Knowledge Base 

The KB contains electronic versions of:

 Q&As on REMIT

 FAQs on REMIT transaction reporting

 FAQs on REMIT fundamental data and inside 
information collection

 The Transaction Reporting User Manual (TRUM)
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Knowledge Base Search 

The KB enables search for key words in several documents 
simultaneously using the search field:
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Knowledge Base Search 

Separate document can be viewed in electronic version:

 via  menu on the top, or
 via home page

Document can 
be also 
downloaded in 
PDF form
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Knowledge Base tool 

Search is possible also by the category from the drop down 
menu:
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1. REMIT Guidance for Stakeholders

2. Knowledge Base 

3. Inside Information Platforms

Agenda



• REMIT requirements for inside information 
disclosure

• Benefits of centralised platforms

• Current status of Inside Information Platforms 

• Conclusions and next steps

Agenda



REMIT requirements for II disclosure

.REMIT Article 4 – obligation to publish

.Implementing Regulation Article 10 – obligation on 
MPs disclosing II, or 3rd parties doing so on their 
behalf to provide web-feeds. Agency will collect. 
Others may also collect web feeds.
» In force since January 2015
» For now only collection from IIPs

.ACER Guidance (Chapter 7) on application of the 
obligation to disclose inside information
» Effective – UMM information, minimum quality 

requirements (IIPs and MPs)
» Timely – within 1 hour
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REMIT requirements for II disclosure

.Manual of Procedures (transaction, fundamental and 
II data reporting)
» Schemas for II disclosure via web feeds
» Many IIPs now using this on front end
» Need to align with Guidance

.Technical Guidance on collection of web feeds

.Assorted Q&As and FAQs
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.The Agency’s stated objective is to have all REMIT II 
disclosure happen via platforms
» Improves transparency for the market making it easier to 

access information and make effective and timely trading 
decisions

» Facilitates market monitoring by the Agency, NRAs, OMPs and 
PPATs

» Facilitates standardised submission/dissemination of inside 
information helping MPs to effectively discharge their Article 4 
obligations under REMIT

» Ensures disclosure to as wide a public as possible – important 
for REMIT disclosure which may also be MAR relevant

» Less burdensome for MPs to use IIPs than to develop own 
systems which meet minimum requirements plus web-feeds 

Benefits of IIPs
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.12 Platforms currently listed on REMIT Portal: 
» Should be open to third parties
» Should comply with ACER Guidance, Guidance on 

web feeds for IIPs, MoP on data reporting

.Number of platforms listed and available has 
increased – wide geographical spread

.Listing on REMIT Portal is not an endorsement or 
recommendation
» Previous ACER consultation on Regulated 

Information Service (RIS)
» Potential to revisit if platform quality and usage 

does not improve

Current status of IIPs
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Central platforms for disclosure of inside information for 
wholesale electricity markets 

Legend:

ELEXON

EEX

HUPX

Nord Pool

Polish Power Exchange

REN

GME

Solien

As of 27 Sep 2017

Does not include ENTSO 
platforms – see ACER Guidance 
regarding timeliness, thresholds 
and examples of inside 
information.
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Solien – all EU*

8
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4

* A number of other IIPs have indicated they are open to all EU MS – currently verifying 
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Central platforms for disclosure of inside information for 
wholesale gas markets 

Legend:

CEGH

Energinet.dk

EEX

HUPX

National Grid

GME

Solien         

Kaasuporsi

As of 27 Sep 2017

Does not include ENTSO platforms –
see ACER Guidance regarding 
timeliness, thresholds and 
examples of inside information.
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* A number of other IIPs have indicated they are open to all EU MS – currently verifying 
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.From over 12,000 MPs less than 10% use an IIP and 
around 8% don’t list anything in CEREMP.The actual number publishing UMMs/registered with 
IIPs is far lower than this (<50%)

IIP usage from CEREMP data (overall)

1052

10315

1028

Overall numbers from CEREMP

No of MPs declaring a listed IIP * No of MPs only declaring their own website (includes ENTSO platforms) No of MPs with no website declared (includes where NRA website is given)
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.Need to further improve transparency

.Work to significantly increase publication of UMMs on 
IIPs as per ACER Guidance; clarify IIP coverage

.Examine barriers to MPs using IIPs – fee structures, 
geographical preference, lack of awareness of 
obligations

.Align ACER Guidance & MoP regarding UMM publication

.Potential to revisit RIS model

.REMIT revision necessary to address some issues

Conclusions and next steps
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Transaction reporting and data 
quality

Iztok Zlatar, Markéta Stuchlíková , Aleksandra Jercionovic
Market Integrity & Transparency Department

1st Market Integrity & Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



Content

.Transaction reporting guidance.REMIT data collection.Data quality assurance activities .Data quality projects.Findings and current data quality level.Conclusions and looking ahead
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Transaction reporting guidance

Documentation available to the reporting parties

a. A dedicated page to transaction reporting

b. The Transaction Reporting User Manual with its Annexes

c. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on transaction reporting document 

d. Question and Answers (Q&As) on REMIT document

e. Overall more than 600 pages of guidance

f. We are improving our communication channels to submit queries to the 

Agency on REMIT related issues
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REMIT Reporting User Package and stakeholder 
engagement2014 2015 2016 2017

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Public Consultations

TRUM 

Manual of Procedures

RRMs requirements

List of OMPs and 
Standard Contract 

Roundtable meetings

Organised market places 

Third party RRMs 

Associations of market 
participants

Technical roundtable 
with reporting entities

Public events

Workshops

publication planned meetingsmeetings

Stakeholder involvement through roundtable meet
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Additional clarifications through FAQs

• We are currently working with the Associations of Energy 

Market Participants roundtable and the Ad-hoc Expert group 

to add further clarity through FAQs

• Next meeting on 12 October 2017



REMIT data collection

.Structured data collection and management
» Extensive guidance on how to report
» XSD (XML schema definition)
» CEREMP
» ARIS data management

.Less-structured data collection and management
» List of OMPs
» List of Standard Contracts
» List of EIC codes (Delivery points or zones)
» Data sharing reference data
» Public websites and servers of OMPs
» Marketplace information and expert knowledge
» Data providers (Thomson Reuters, ICIS H., Platts)
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Data quality assurance

.REMIT Data quality assurance is based on a 2-stage 
approach:

» Data collection stage: data is collected by ARIS 
(schema constraints and validation rules)

» Data quality assessment stage: data is analysed 
(DQ assessment methods are applied and follow up 
processes are conducted)
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Data quality assurance

Checklist for Data quality dimensions relevant for 
REMIT data collection:

Dimension Description Example

Completeness Have all data sets and items been 

reported?

The proportion of the stored data against the 

required 100% completeness. 

Uniqueness Is there a single view of the data 

set?

Every record should only be reported once. If

reported twice, the system should detect it.

Timeliness Is the data reported within the 

timeline defined by the Regulation 

and IAs?

The time difference between the timestamp of when 

a transaction was reported and when it occurred. 

Validity Does the data comply with schemas 

and passes the validation rules?

The extent to which the received data is valid. The 

number of records that have been rejected 

compared to the total dataset.

Accuracy Does the data reflect the actual 

business event?

The degree to which the record correctly describes 

the real-life event reported (correct price, volume, 

units, identifiers).

Consistency Can we match the dataset 

throughout the various RRMs?

No differences when comparing more 

representations of the same event.
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Data quality assurance

.Agency‘s analysis work is based on the 3 types of 
inputs:

1. Guidance compliance checks
2. REMIT data analysis
3. MSC Data quality issue reports

Data quality projects
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Data quality projects

.Some recent projects:
» OMP data completeness and accuracy audits
» MP reporting activity
» OMP code reporting
» Delivery point or zone analysis
» Backloading analysis
» RRM's and OMP‘s submission gaps
» Timeliness of reporting 
» Profile definition
» UTI matches
» Spread reporting 
» MP identifiers in fundamental data reporting
» Record rejections and resubmissions 
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Completeness

.Scope: Activity of registered MPs in the energy 
market since the start of REMIT reporting

.Findings:

.Action: Agency informed the NRAs

Classification of 
MPs

No. of MPs 
(October 2015 –
November 2016)

No. of MPs 
(December 2016 –

June 2017)

Registered MPs 11706 12353

MPs with evidence 
of reporting activity

9507 9309

MPs with NO
evidence of activity

2199 3044

% of MPs with NO
evidence of activity

19% 25%
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Accuracy

.Scope: Frequency of occurrence of specific wrong 
OMP codes and the entities related to them

.Findings:

.Actions: 
» Feedback to RRMs
» Validation rule that

that prevents reporting 
of invalid codes

Code validity Occurences

Invalid 13 milion

Valid 736 milion

Grand Total 749 milion

Invalid

1.70%

Valid

98.30%
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Accuracy

.Scope: Identification of reporting Delivery point or 
zone EICs codes

.Findings:
» 96 % of the reported 

transactions could be 
assigned a market area, 

» 4 % had to be mapped 
with a list of 
accepted EIC codes.

.Actions: 
» Additional reporting guidance
» Validation rule that prevents reporting of unknown 

codes
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Findings and current data quality level

.REMIT data already today:
» reaches a high level of data quality
» contains plenty of useful information
» is useful to analyse markets and conduct surveillance

.MIT‘s goal is to further improve and maintain data 
quality 
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Conclusions and looking ahead

.Continue data quality assurance
» New projects
» Efficient feedback
» Effective communication and guidance.Cooperation
» MSC department
» NRAs (policy, DQ assessment analysis, data sharing)
» RRMs (technical issues, reporting guidance, ACER’s 

contact to MPs)
» OMPs (completeness checks,  understanding of 

trading activities)
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Public Consultation on the 
revision of electronic formats for 

transaction data, fundamental 
data and inside information 

reporting 

1st Energy Market Integrity and Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



.The Agency analysed the current practices for trade data 
reporting with XML schemas and identified necessary 
improvements in terms of information content and in the way 
information is presented. 

.The Agency aims at keeping the changes to the currently used 
XML schemas for transaction reporting to the minimum necessary 
in order to further enhance data collection and data quality and 
optimise resources.

.The Agency invited all Registered Reporting Mechanisms (RRMs) 
on 22 October 2016 to submit their proposals on XML schema 
changes

Background

Background
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BENEFITS

HARMONIZATION

SIMPLIFICATION

COMPLIANCE

DATA QUALITY

REMOVAL OF REDUNDANT FIELDS
REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF 
REPORTS 

DATA CONSISTENCY    

REPORTING

BENEFITS
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Example 1: Simplification

Example 1: Simplification
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Example 2: Simplification

Example 2: Simplification
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Example 1: Harmonization

Example 1: Harmonization
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Example 2: Harmonization

Example 2: Harmonization
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Example 1: Compliance

Example 1: Compliance
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Example 2: Compliance

Example 2: Compliance
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Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 Table 4 Miscellaneous Fundamental data Inside
information

6 2 1 9 Table 1, 2: 5 ENTSOG TP: 2 4

All data types: 2 Gas nominations: 3

LNG&Storage: 3 LNG:2 

Inside information: 
2

Gas Storage: 1

Total number of change proposals: 42 
Transaction data: 25 
Fundamental data and inside information: 17

Scope

Scope
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.Public Consultation Paper 

» Annex A Proposed Changes to Electronic Formats for 
Transaction Data, Fundamental Data and Inside 
Information Reporting

» Annex B Form for Providing Respondents’ Feedback on 
Proposed Changes

» Annex C Form for Providing Additional Changes and 
Comments

» Annex D Changed and New Electronic Formats

Structure of the Public Consultation documentation

Structure of the Public Consultation 
documentation
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RRM testing the 
new schemas/

transition period 
Q4 2018/Q1 2019

Upgrade of 
ARIS*

Q3/Q4 2018

Agency 
Decision on 
the Public 

Consultation 
Q1 2018

The cut-off date 
for reporting with 
the old (currently 

used) schemas 
Q1 2019

Public Consultation 
October –

December 2017

Evaluation of 
the feedback 

January-
February 2018

PC published: 05 October 2017

* Dependency on the resources, budget etc.

Timeline

Timeline
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.All interested parties to provide feedback on the Public 
Consultation document and/or additional proposals

» Feedback shall be sent to: 

Remit.PublicConsultations(at)acer.europa.eu

.Public Consultation duration: 

5 October - 8 December 2017 

Next steps 

Next steps
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Panel discussion: Experience 
sharing/Role of industry experts 
and stakeholder organisations in 

expert groups and roundtable 
meetings

1st Energy Market Integrity and Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



Panel discussion: Monitoring, 
coordination of cross-border 

investigatory groups and 
enforcement

1st Energy Market Integrity and Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



REMIT beyond

1st Energy Market Integrity and Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



Conclusion and Final Remarks

1st Energy Market Integrity and Transparency Forum
Ljubljana, 11 October 2017



Thank you for 
your 

attention

Thank you for your attention!

www.acer.europa.eu


